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We investigate the pair production of right-handed neutrinos from the decay of an additional neutral Z0

boson in the gauged B − Lmodel. Taking into account current constraints on the Z0 mass and the associated
gauge coupling g01, we analyse the sensitivity of proposed experiments at the lifetime frontier, FASER 2,
CODEX-b, MATHUSLA as well as a hypothetical version of the MAPP detector to a long lived heavy
neutrinoN originating in the decays of the Z0. We further complement this study with determining the reach
of LHCb and a CMS-type detector for the high-luminosity LHC run. We demonstrate that in a
backgroundfree scenario with g01 ¼ 10−3 near the current limit, FASER 2 is sensitive to the active-sterile
neutrino mixing down to VμN ≈ 10−4, while a reach of VμN ≈ 10−5 can be obtained for CODEX-b and
LHCb, in a mass regime of mN ≈ 5–20 GeV and mZ0 ≈ 20–70 GeV. Finally, MATHUSLA can probe
VμN ≈ 10−7 and cover the mixing regime expected in a canonical seesaw scenario of light neutrino mass
generation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The observation of light neutrino mass from neutrino
oscillation experiment shows the existence of physics
beyond the Standard Model (SM). In order to explain
the light neutrino mass, a simple ultraviolet (UV) complete
model Uð1ÞB−L [1] can be written down where in addition
to the Standard Model (SM) fermion content, three right-
handed Majorana neutrinos are added. It contains a SM
singlet Higgs χ which spontaneously breaks the B − L
symmetry and gives a Majorana mass for the heavy right-
handed (RH) neutrinos Ni.
This model provides an additional gauge boson Z0

corresponding to the B − L gauge symmetry which can
later decay into pairs of right-handed neutrinos generating
lepton number violating processes and other SM fermions.
In the small active-sterile neutrino mixing limit, this leads
to distinctive displaced vertex signatures at the LHC. Such
a process is controlled by the B − L coupling g01, the mass
of the heavy gauge boson (Z0) and that of the heavy
neutrinos (Ni). Such a heavy gauge boson can be searched

for in several different ways. LHC searches for heavy
resonance in dilepton final states put a strict bound on
mZ0 > 4.5 TeV [2] for a Z0 with couplings similar to the
SM Z boson. While the B − L breaking scale x ¼ MZ0=2g01
is constrained to be larger than 3.45 TeV from LEP-II
[3–7], these limits fail when mZ0 becomes too small as the
effective Lagrangians can not be applied. Limits on the full
MZ0 − g01 parameter space are available based on the LHC
results using the constraints on new theories using rivet
(CONTUR) method for g01 < 10−3 approximately for a Z0

above 1 GeV [8,9], or even smaller for g01 < 10−4 for
mZ0 < 10 GeV, and g01 < 10−8 for mZ0 < 1 GeV from
recasting dark photon searches using DARKCAST [10].
With respect to the heavy neutrinos Ni in this model, their
lifetime crucially depends on their mixing VlN with the
active light neutrinos. In a canonical type-I seesaw mecha-
nism of neutrino mass generation, the mass scale mν of
light neutrinos is related to that of the heavy neutrinos as
mν ∼ V2

lNmN . As we know that the light neutrinos have a
sub-eV mass scale, with constraints coming from 0νββ and
Tritium beta decay experiments [11,12] as well as from
cosmological observations such as Planck [13], the corre-
sponding neutrino mixing is expected to be very small,
VlN ≈ 10−5 − 10−6, for heavy neutrino mass of order
mN ≈ 10–100 GeV. The corresponding decay lengths are
of the order of centimeters to meters, cf. Sec. II B, thus
models of neutrino mass generation around the electroweak
scale clearly motivate searches at the lifetime frontier. Note
however that the relation between light and heavy neutrino
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mass can be modified in extended scenarios. For example
in the inverse seesaw mechanism, the neutrino mixing can
be large, only limited by experimental limits on the heavy
neutrinos, see e.g., [14] and references therein.
Searches for displaced vertices at the LHC and in

dedicated experiments have gained significant attention.
Several CMS and ATLAS analyses [15–17] have studied
displaced vertices from long-lived neutral particles in
various mass ranges, with no significant number of signal
events observed so far. Specifically, direct searches for
heavy neutrinos, which includes searches for displaced
vertex signatures, have been studied in Refs. [18–20], in the
context of sterile heavy neutrinos, i.e., where the Ni only
couple via their mixing with light neutrinos and there is no
extra gauge interaction. These searches typically yield
constraints of the order VlN ≲ 10−3 [20] for mN ≲mZ.
Apart from the popular dilepton final states, Z0 in B − L

models can also decay to pair of heavy neutrinos if
kinematically accessible. In the regime of suppressed
active-sterile neutrino mixing the decays of the right-
handed neutrinos can lead to a displaced vertex signal at
colliders. This distinct signal can be regarded as back-
ground free for large decay lengths, thus even under the
highly constrained parameter space, the channel pp →
Z0 → NN leading to displaced vertices is a promising
channel to search for at the proposed far detectors such
as MATHUSLA [21], MAPP [22], CODEX-b [23], FASER
[24] as well as LHCb [25] and CMS [15,16].
A number of similar reinterpretation studies have already

been made to search for right-handed (RH) neutrinos.
Reference [26] studied the same processes pp → Z0 →
NN while aiming at prompt, short-lived RH neutrinos.
Reference [27] studies the processes leading to displaced
vertices at the LHC and demonstrates that the SHiP [28,29]
detector yields a competitive probe to constrain the active-
sterile mixing. A displaced vertex search at LHCb has been
proposed to probe boosted light heavy neutrinos [30].
Reference [31] shows the potential to probe RH neutrinos
with displaced vertices at the current LHC run, high
luminosity run and proposed lepton colliders with a limit
VμN < 10−7. The production of B − L gauge boson Z0 at
lepton colliders has also been studied at Ref. [32]. Several
studies have been focused on the seesaw aspect of the
B − L model. The local B − L scenario is applied to a
version of low scale seesaw mechanism at Ref. [33], an
inverse seesaw scenario at Ref. [34] and linear seesaw
scenario at Ref. [35]. Similar studies have also been done
for different aspect of the model and the heavy neutrinos in
Refs. [36–39] including displaced vertex signatures as well.
In this work, we study the process of pp → Z0 → NN

leading to displaced vertices via decays of heavy neutrinos
in the region compatible with current constraints on mZ0

and g01. It is important to note that the production cross
section of this process is directly proportional to g01 and
inversely proportional to mZ0 . After taking a suitable g01

allowed by current experimental searches, we show that the
process has reasonable production cross section and the
right-handed neutrinos can be long-lived when the active-
sterile neutrino mixing is suppressed leading to displaced
vertices. We then compute future sensitivities to such a
signature based on the geometry of LHCb and CMS, as
well as proposed outer detectors such as MATHUSLA,
FASER and CODEX-b. In addition, in our paper we also
include a discussion of a hypothetical, extended version of
the MAPP detector, which we refer to as MAPP*.
The paper is organized as follows, in Sec. II, we briefly

review the B − Lmodel and the exotic decays of Z0 to right-
handed neutrinos Ni. Next, we use the DARKCAST [10] tool
to recast the dark photons searches and obtain the current
limits on the B − L model, in Sec. II C. We introduce the
trigger requirements and geometrical information for the
detectors under consideration in Sec. III. We discuss our
procedure for simulating the displaced vertices of heavy
neutrino from Z0 boson and resulting sensitivities at the
mentioned detectors in Sec. IV. Finally, we conclude
in Sec. V.

II. THE B−L GAUGE MODEL

A. Model setup and particle spectrum

In addition to the particle content of the SM, theUð1ÞB−L
model contains an Abelian gauge field B0

μ, a SM singlet
scalar field χ and three RH neutrinos Ni. The gauge group
is SUð3Þc × SUð2ÞL ×Uð1ÞY ×Uð1ÞB−L, where the scalar
and fermionic fields χ and Ni have B − L charges B − L ¼
þ2 and −1, respectively. The scalar sector of the
Lagrangian consists of

L ⊃ ðDμHÞ†ðDμHÞ þ ðDμχÞ†Dμχ − VðH; χÞ; ð2:1Þ

where H is the SM Higgs doublet and VðH; χÞ is the scalar
potential given by

VðH; χÞ ¼ m2H†H þ μ2jχj2 þ λ1ðH†HÞ2
þ λ2jχj4 þ λ3H†Hjχj2: ð2:2Þ

Here, Dμ is the covariant derivative [40],

Dμ ¼ ∂μ þ igsT αGα
μ þ igTaWa

μ þ ig1YBμ

þ iðg̃Y þ g01YB−LÞB0
μ; ð2:3Þ

where Gα
μ, Wa

μ, Bμ are the usual SM gauge fields with
associated couplings gs, g, g1 and generators T α, Ta, Y. B0

μ

is the gauge field associated with the additional Uð1ÞB−L
symmetry with gauge strength g01 and the B − L quantum
number YB−L. In this paper, we neglect the mixing between
Uð1ÞB−L andUð1ÞY to simplify the model, i.e., we consider
the minimal gauged B − L model. This model is therefore
valid in the limiting case of small mixing between SM
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photon and the Uð1ÞB−L gauge boson. This crucially leads
to Z0 production from quark–antiquark initial state via the
B − L charges. Consequently, the gauge sector of the model
now includes the kinetic term

L ⊃ −
1

4
F0μνF0

μν; ð2:4Þ

with the field strength tensor of the B − L gauge group
F0
μν ¼ ∂μB0

ν − ∂νB0
μ. This is manifest observationally as a

new gauge boson, Z0, coupling to SM fermions with a
characteristic coupling g01. The fermion part of the
Lagrangian now contains a term for the right-handed
neutrinos

L ⊃ iνRiγμDμνRi; ð2:5Þ

but is otherwise identical to the SM apart from the covariant
derivatives incorporating the B − L gauge field and the
charges YB−L ¼ 1=3 and −1 for the quark and lepton fields,
respectively.Here, a summation over the fermiongenerations
i ¼ 1, 2, 3 is implied. Finally, the Lagrangian contains the
additional Yukawa terms

L ⊃ −yνijLiνRjH̃ − yMij ν
c
RiνRjχ þ H:c:; ð2:6Þ

where L is the SM lepton doublet, H̃ ¼ iσ2H� and a
summation over the generation indices i, j ¼ 1, 2, 3 is
implied again. The Yukawa matrices yν and yM are a priori
arbitrary; the RH neutrino mass is generated due to breaking
of the B − L symmetry, with the mass matrix given by
MR ¼ yMhχi. The light neutrinos mix with the RH neutrinos
via the Dirac mass matrix mD ¼ yνv=

ffiffiffi

2
p

. The complete
mass matrix in the ðνL; νRÞ basis is then

M ¼
�

0 mD

mD MR

�

; ð2:7Þ

where

mD ¼ yν
ffiffiffi

2
p v; MR ¼

ffiffiffi

2
p

yMx: ð2:8Þ

Here, v ¼ hH0i and x ¼ hχi are the vacuum expectation
values for electroweak and B − L symmetry breaking,
respectively. In the seesaw limit, MR ≫ mD, the light and
heavy neutrino masses are

mν ∼ −mDM−1
R mT

D; mN ∼MR: ð2:9Þ

The flavor and mass eigenstates of the light and heavy
neutrinos are connected as

�

νL

νR

�

¼
�

VLL VLR

VRL VRR

��

ν

N

�

; ð2:10Þ

schematically writing the 6-dimensional vectors and matrix
in terms of 3-dimensional blocks in generation space. The
mixing and the light neutrino masses are constrained by
oscillation experiments to yield their observed values, i.e.,
the SM charged current lepton mixing VLL ¼ UPMNS (apart
from small nonunitarity corrections and assuming the
charged lepton mass matrix to be diagonal). For the case
of one generation of a light and heavy neutrino we will
consider in turn, this reduces to the 2 × 2 matrix form

�

νL

νR

�

¼
�

cos θν − sin θν
sin θν cos θν

��

ν

N

�

: ð2:11Þ

For simplicity, we thus neglect mixing among flavors and
thereforegenerations decouple. TheYukawacouplingmatrix
then becomes diagonal and we can write (i ¼ e, μ, τ)

yνii ¼
ffiffiffi

2
p

mNi
ViN

v
; ð2:12Þ

using the neutrino seesaw relation. Here, ViN represents the
active-sterile mixing, sin θi ¼ ViN , in the three generations,
VeN , VμN , VτN .
Similar to the light and heavy neutrinos, the additional

scalar singlet χ also mixes with the SM Higgs. The mass
matrix of the Higgs fields ðH; χÞ at tree level is [41]

M2
h ¼

�

2λ1v2 λ3xv

λ3xv 2λ2x2

�

: ð2:13Þ

The physical masses of the two Higgs h1, h2 are then

m2
h1ð2Þ ¼ λ1v2 þ λ2x2 − ðþÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðλ1v2 − λ2x2Þ2 þ ðλ3xvÞ2
q

;

ð2:14Þ

and the physical Higgs states (h1, h2) are related to the
gauge states (H, χ) as

�

h1
h2

�

¼
�

cos α − sin α

sin α cos α

��

H

χ

�

: ð2:15Þ

The directly measurable parameters for the Higgs sector are
the masses mh1 and mh2 , as well as the mixing angle α,

tanð2αÞ ¼ λ3vx
λ2x2 − λ1v2

: ð2:16Þ

B. Production and decay of heavy neutrinos

We intend to analyze the displaced decay of heavy
neutrinos produced via a Z0 boson, pp → Z0 → NN. Both
Z0 and N have very small widths in our scenario and we can
thus employ the narrow width approximation for the
process cross section,
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σðpp→ Z0 →NN→DVÞ ¼ σðpp→ Z0Þ×BRðZ0 →NNÞ
×BRðN→ visibleÞ: ð2:17Þ

Here, the observed final state consists of a single displaced
vertex produced by one of the two heavy neutrinos
decaying into a visible SM particle state, i.e., one which
does not contain only light neutrino. For some of the
detectors discussed later we will employ a more specific
final state for the which we will use the corresponding
branching ratio of N.
The partial decay width for Z0 → NiNi per generation of

heavy neutrinos is

ΓðZ0 → NNÞ ¼ 1

6

ðg01Þ2
4π

mZ0

�

1 −
4m2

N

m2
Z0

�

3=2

; ð2:18Þ

while for each SM fermion generation, assuming them to
be massless, it is

ΓðZ0 → lil̄iÞ ¼ 2ΓðZ0 → νiν̄iÞ

¼ 3ΓðZ0 → qiq̄iÞ ¼
1

3

ðg01Þ2
4π

mZ0

�

1−
4m2

X

m2
Z0

�

3=2

:

ð2:19Þ

Thus the total decay width of Z0 can be expressed as

ΓðZ0Þ ∝
�

2 × 3þ 1 × 3þ ð1=3Þ × 2 × 5þ 3

×

�

1 −
4m2

N

m2
Z0

�

3=2
�

ΓðZ0 → ννÞ ð2:20Þ

Here, the factor 2 × 3 represents 3 generations of leptons
while 1 × 3 corresponds to 3 generations of light Majorana
neutrinos. The B − L charge of quarks is 1=3, and for mZ0

relatively small, only five possible flavors of quarks are
accessible.
However, these analytical calculations have flaws such

that it does not consider the effects of hadronization while
the quarks pair final states can consist into hadrons. These
effects can be better described in vector meson dominance
(VMD) mechanism [42]. Later in this paper, we will be
directly using the branching ratio of Z0 boson decays in a
tool called DARKCAST [10] which counts the effects of
hadronization using VMD while heavy neutrinos final
states are manually added as invisible decays into the code.
For the model presented here, we have four parameters

of interest, the mass of Z0, mZ0 , the mass of heavy neutrino
mN , the Uð1ÞB−L gauge coupling g01 and the active-sterile
mixing ViN . We assume three generations of heavy
neutrinos each mixed with the corresponding leptons such
that only decays into the SM final states are allowed
through active-sterile mixing ViN . Such a setup also forbids
mixing between generations, leading to a block diagonal

mixing matrix between active-sterile neutrinos in gener-
ation space. In order to reduce the degrees of freedom in our
analysis, we assume, mN

mZ0
¼ 0.3. This choice opens the

Z0 → NN decay channel. Furthermore we assume that there
are no other light exotic particles, such that no modification
of the Z0 → NN decay rates is possible. With the
assumption of flavor-diagonal active-sterile neutrino mix-
ing, we concentrate on one generation of heavy neutrinos,
namely the muon neutrinos. Therefore, the decay modes of
our interest are three body processes such as N → μ�qq̄
and N → μþμ−νμ via W�ð�Þ; Zð�Þ. The branching ratio of
heavy neutrinos have been already shown in the Ref. [31].
Approximately, the resulting decay length formN ≲mZ can
be expressed as

LN ≈ 0.025 m ·
�

10−6

VμN

�

2

·
�

100 GeV
mN

�

5

; ð2:21Þ

As an example, for a RH neutrino mass mN ≈ 3 GeV and a
mixing VμN ≈ 10−2, the decay length is of the order
LN ≈ 0.1 mm. For smaller mixing, such as in the naive
seesaw estimate VμN ≈ 10−4, the decay length can be of the
order of meters, potentially detectable through a displaced
vertex at the proposed far detectors. For even smaller
mixing and thus longer decay lengths, the decay products
will escape the detector volume resulting in a missing
energy signature.
Despite having a long decay length, the potential of the

proposed and current detectors to probe such long lived
scenarios depends on two things: (i) the production cross
section of the heavy neutrinos given by the product of the
Z0 production cross section and the branching ratio
BRðZ0 → NNÞ and (ii) the geometry of the detector.
While the importance of the production cross section is
clear, the dependence on detector geometry is less straight-
forward. Primarily, in this scenario, we have two mass
scales, the Z0 massmZ0 and the mass of heavy neutrinomN .
The final state products of importance to us are the decay
products of the heavy neutrinos, i.e., muons. While the
displacement of the muons depends on the lifetime of the
heavy neutrino, the boost of these muons depends on the
mass hierarchy between mZ0 , mN and the mass of muon.
This is illustrated in the Fig. 6.
Before we proceed with a study of several lifetime

frontier detectors, we first estimate the signal strengths
and kinematics of the events. To this extent, we look at the
production cross section of the Z0, the decay of Z0 and
heavy neutrino (N), and a few select kinematic variables to
illustrate the effect of mass hierarchies within the scenario
under consideration.
Figure 1 shows the production cross section and the

branching ratios of the Z0 gauge boson for a wide range of
masses. The production cross section (Fig. 1, left) varies
from a few pb for very light Z0 to Oð100Þ fb for heavy Z0
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for a g01 coupling of 10
−3. We also plot the branching ratios

of Z0 to several SM and exotic final states in the right panel.
Here three degenerate heavy neutrino species have been
assumed. The assumption of degenerate neutrino species
does not hold throughout this paper. In case only one light
heavy neutrino species is assumed, the corresponding Z0
branching ratio is about 8%. These numbers demonstrate
that it is viable to reach displaced heavy neutrino decays
during HL-LHC program.

C. Constraints on the B−L model

Before we proceed to demonstrate the potential of future
detectors, it is imperative to look at the existing constraints
on the mZ0-g01 parameter space. We use the publicly
available reinterpretation tool DARKCAST in order to derive
these constraints. Initial demonstration of the capabilities of
DARKCAST contains reinterpretation to B − L model with-
out heavy neutrinos. Adding heavy neutrino N as final state
in Z0 decays can be achieved by adding invisible decay
ΓZ0→NN ¼ 3 × 0.944 × ΓZ0→νeνe where the 0.944 is the

phase space factor assuming mN
mZ0

¼ 0.3 to the B − L boson

model. Unlike focusing on the second generation of heavy
neutrino elsewhere in this paper, we take 3 generations here
because all of three generations would reduce the visible
branching ratio of Z0 thus affect the limits in the DARKCAST.
As the most stringent limits in DARKCAST are from prompt
searches, we assume the heavy neutrinos to be stable at the
scale. While the original B − L model in the DARKCAST is
applicable to B − L parameters space regions where the
heavy neutrino masses are bigger than the Z0 bosons thus Z0
decays to heavy neutrinos are kinematically forbidden.
Defining heavy neutrino final states as invisible signals,

we can evaluate the impact of existing searches on the
g01-mZ0 parameter space Fig. 2. We show that the limits on
B − Lmodel from the DARKCAST do not change drastically
as the branching ratios differ by only ∼10%. We therefore
use following limits on the g01-mZ0 parameter space
throughout the rest of this paper as:

(i) g01 ≤ 10−3 for mZ0 > 10 GeV.
(ii) g01 ≤ 10−4 for mZ0 < 10 GeV.

FIG. 1. Production cross section of pp → Z0 at
ffiffiffi

s
p ¼ 14 TeV for g01 ¼ 10−3 (left). Branching ratios of Z0 to various final states; here

νν̄ and NN represent the sum over all three light and heavy neutrinos in the corresponding final states (right).

FIG. 2. Existing limits on the g01-mZ0 parameter space using DARKCAST. Constraints derived from decays to SM final states for a B − L
model containing three generations of heavy neutrinos (left). Constraints derived from Z0 decays to heavy neutrino final states assuming
that the heavy neutrinos are stable.
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With these limits from DARKCAST we choose a set of
benchmark corresponding to mZ0 − g01 as g01 ¼ 10−3 for
mZ0 > 10 GeV and g01 ¼ 10−4 for mZ0 < 10 GeV. This
fixes two of the four free parameters of our model.
While these limits already put some constraints on the
parameter space of our interest, the question of assessing
impact of completely stable heavy neutrino remains. It is
useful to do this recasting nonetheless as it demonstrates
that neglecting the Z0 decays to heavy neutrino has little
impact on the parameter space. Finally, such a recast leads
to a benchmark set of g01-mZ0 which will be used from
here on.
Going forward, we will give up on the assumption of

stable heavy neutrinos and assess the sensitivity of future
lifetime frontier detectors in for the long lived heavy
neutrinos. In order to do that, we first illustrate our analysis
setup in the next section.

III. ANALYSIS SETUP

A. Signal generation

We take the benchmark parameter space of g01 and mZ0 in
the B − Lmodel, as g01 ¼ 10−4 formZ0 < 10 GeV and g01 ¼
10−3 for mZ0 > 10 GeV. Unlike the searches targeting
prompt final states of this Z0 decays, the decays leading
to displaced final states, either when Z0 is displaced or the
heavy neutrino is displaced, have low to no backgrounds. In
this section, we consider such displaced decays at all the
detectors mentioned in the last section. Due to the expected
lack of factorization, the Monte Carlo simulation for such
low mass resonances below 10 GeV is likely to involve
nonperturbative processes. Thus, we only simulate the case
where mZ0 > 10 GeV.
We use the universal FeynRules output (UFO) [43] of

B − Lmodel developed in the Ref. [31] in combination with
the Monte Carlo event generator MADGRAPH5AMC@NLO-
v2.6.3 [44] at parton level. For every signal sample, we
generate 100k signal events. We then pass the generated
parton level events on to PYTHIA v8.235 [45] which handles
the initial and final state parton shower, hadronization, heavy
hadron decays, etc. It should be noted that no detector
simulation is taken into account. It is clear that these
assumptions are idealistic, however, in order to assess the
reach and demonstrate the complementarity of different
lifetime frontier experiments, such an analysis should be
sufficient. We produce three different processes pp → Z0 →
NN and decay only one of the heavy neutrino as eitherN →
μ�qq̄ for LHCb or N → μþμ−νμ for CMS, while we do not
decay the neutrinos at all for estimating sensitivity at
CODEX-b, MAPP* and MATHUSLA. For CODEX-b,
MAPP* and MATHUSLA we assume that every decay of
heavy neutrinos except the fully invisible mode can be
detected. It will be computationally expensive to generate
every point in the mass and mixing parameter space under
consideration. In order to simplify our signal generation, we

generate signal samples with prompt decays of neutrinos and
after we compute the vertex information given the rest
lifetime of the heavy neutrinos and momentum of particles
as given in the HepMC file. To simulate the exponential
decay of heavy neutrinos, we generate 100 × σ × L=104

number of distributions of exponential decay for each heavy
neutrino event. The events are passed through the kinematic
and geometric selection criteria corresponding to the differ-
ent detectors. These are described below. For each of the
detectors, any neutrino decayingwithin the specified volume
is assumed to be detected.

B. Displaced vertex detectors

(1) CMS ATLAS and CMS are two general purpose
detectors at the LHC. They are both capable of
probing displaced vertex signatures up to moderate
displacements. Here we take CMS for simplicity.
The CMS analysis we considered requires two
muons in the final state, correspondingly we con-
sider the fully leptonic decay of the heavy neutrino.
The kinematical cuts can be summarized as two
muon tracks that satisfy the following constraints on
the transverse momentum of the leading (μ1) and
subleading muon (μ2), pseudorapidity η and iso-
lation ΔR of the two tracks, [15,16,31,46]:

pTðμ1Þ> 26 GeV; pTðμ2Þ > 5 GeV;

jηj< 2.0ΔR > 0.2; cosθμμ > −0.75: ð3:1Þ

Here the cut on ΔR ensures, that the detected muon
corresponds to the muon identified by the trigger.
Background due to cosmic ray muons can be
rejected efficiently by correlating the corresponding
hits with the beam collision time and with the cut on
the angle between the muons, cos θμμ [16]. An
additional cut on the difference ΔΦ < π

2
in the

azimuthal angle between the dilepton momentum
vector and the vector from the primary vertex to the
dilepton vertex has also been applied in the
Refs. [15,16], which we do not employ here as it
does not affect our analysis.
In addition to the kinematical cuts, we also

implement geometric cuts in order to simulate the
geometric coverage of the detector. We use the
following characteristics for Region 1 and 2 to
represent a typical LHC detector [46], where the
variables used are discussed above,

Region1∶ 10 cm< jLxyj< 50 cm; jLzj< 1.4 m;

d0=σtd > 12; σtd ¼ 20 μm; ð3:2Þ

Region 2∶ 0.5 m < jLxyj < 5 m; jLzj < 8 m;

d0=σtd > 4; σtd ¼ 2 cm: ð3:3Þ
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Here the transverse distance jd0j ¼ jxpy − ypxj=pT ,
where x and y are the position where the right
handed neutrino decayed, and px, py, pT are the
components of momentum and transverse momen-
tum of the final particles μ, and Lxy=Lz are the
transverse / longitudinal decay lengths of the RH
neutrino, and σtd is the resolution of the detector in
transverse distance.

(2) LHCb The displaced signatures of the heavy neu-
trinos N from Z0 at the LHCb can be simulated
while using a similar trigger requirement of
the current LHCb displaced vertices searches
[25,30]: NðμÞ¼ 1 and NðjÞ> 0, pTðμÞ > 12 GeV,
M½μjj� > 4.5 GeV and 2 < ηðμ; jetsÞ < 5.
The geometrical selections corresponding the

LHCb detector are set as [30]:
(i) arctan Lxy

Lz
< 0.34 for the direction of the

displacement.
(ii) Region 1 restricts the decays to be inside the

VELO (vertex locator), for which we take
0.02 m < r < 0.5 m, Lz < 0.4 m, where r is
the radius. Here we assume a signal recon-
struction efficiency of 100%.

(iii) Region 2 restricts the decays to be inside the
volume with 0.005m < r < 0.6 m and
Lz < 2 m, which is the radial extension and
distance to the TT tracking station. For the
region which is not already included in Region
1, due to, e.g., detector related backgrounds and
blind spots, we use a 50% signal reconstruction
efficiency.

(3) MATHUSLA There are several proposals to equip
the high luminosity run of the LHC (HL-LHC) with
additional detectors to search for long-lived par-
ticles. We consider multiple such options. One such
example is the proposal comprising of a large
detector on the ground surface called MATHUSLA
(MAssive Timing Hodoscope for Ultra Stable neu-
traL pArticles), to detect ultra long-lived particles a
few hundred meters away from the collision point
[21]. We estimate the sensitivity of this setup by
applying one the following geometrical selection
cuts:

−100m<Lx < 100m; 100m<Ly < 120m;

100m<Lz < 300m: ð3:4Þ

Due to its setup, MATHUSLA has a comparatively
small geometric coverage. However, it can poten-
tially probe very small active-sterile neutrino mixing
as it would be situated far away from the interac-
tion point.

(4) FASER The FASER (the Forward Search ExpeRi-
ment) detector is placed 480 meters from the
interactive points (IP) centred at the beam direction.

The geometry of its two phase design are proposed
as [24]:
(i) FASER 1: A cylinder with 1.5 m of its depth at

the beam direction with a 0.1 m radius running
at 150 fb−1 LHC.

(ii) FASER 2: A cylinder with 5 m of its depth at
the beam direction with a 1 m radius running at
3000 fb−1 HL-LHC.

The FASER 1 phase will not have sufficient sensitivity
towards heavy neutrinos in our model, and we will concen-
trate on FASER 2 in our simulations.
(5) MAPP* The MAPP (Monopole Apparatus for

Penetrating Particles) detector is a planned sub-
detector of the MoEDAL experimental setup [22].
It is to be operated at a 300 fb−1 and 14 TeV
HL-LHC placed about 50 meters from the LHCb
interaction point with the depth of the tunnel ranging
from 7 to 10 meters at an oblique angle to the beam-
line ranging from 5 to 25 degrees between the beam
direction. The original design of the detector is
consists of two arrays of scintillator bars (with
detector volume of 1 m3). This detector can move
inside the whole tunnel.
With the setup described above, MAPP will not

have sufficient sensitivity toward heavy neutrinos in
our model. We instead simulate the sensitivity for a
hypothetical version of the MAPP detector covering
the whole available tunnel. We refer to this detector
option as MAPP*.

(6) CODEX-b CODEX-b (the COmpact Detector for
EXotics at LHCb) has been proposed to be con-
structed in a large unoccupied space after the
upcoming Run 3 upgrade of LHCb, shielded by a
3 m thick concrete radiation shield [23]. In order to
detect displaced vertices, we require that the heavy
neutrinos to decay inside the detector volume [47]:

26 m < Lx < 36 m; −3 m < Ly < 7 m;

5 m < Lz < 15 m: ð3:5Þ

We note that Refs. [23,47] use an additional cut on
the track energy to be above a threshold of 600 MeV.
This cut does not have any impact for the relatively
large masses in our case.

IV. RESULTS

We now estimate the sensitivity of the above displaced
detectors in probing the active-sterile neutrino mixing. We
take 3000 fb−1 luminosities for CMS andMATHUSLA, and
300 fb−1 luminosity for LHCb, MAPP* and CODEX-b.
For FASER, there are two design phases with 150 fb−1 for
FASER and 3 ab−1 for FASER 2. We only consider the latter
of the two.
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We first take an optimistic view assuming no back-
grounds for the displaced vertex signatures. For detectors
located far away from the IP, e.g., MATHUSLA, FASER,
MAPP* and CODEX-b, this is quite safe due to the large
displacement from the IP. Following a Poisson distribution,
we take the parameter space which has the number of signal
events above 3 (3.09) to be excluded [48] at 95% C.L.. In
the left panel of Fig. 3, we show the resulting reach of
the CMS, LHCb, MATHUSLA, FASER, MAPP* and
CODEX-b for background free estimates. We take g01 ¼
0.001 and mN

mZ0
¼ 0.3 to maximize the phase space for the

decays of Z0. The horizontal band represent the preferred
parameter region in which the light neutrinos acquire a
mass scale of mν ¼ V2

lNmN in the range 10−2 eV < mν <
0.3 eV as indicated by oscillation experiments and con-
strained by direct neutrino mass measurements. It is worth
noting the complementarity of different experiments in
probing the parameter space of neutrino mass and mixing
for a fixed ratio of Z0 to heavy neutrino mass. In order to do
this, we first estimate the plot the lab decay length of the
heavy neutrinos for two benchmark points in Fig. 4. For the
two plots, we choose two different neutrino masses of
5 GeV (left) and 15 GeV (right) for a fixed neutrino mixing
of logðVμNÞ ¼ −4.5. Correspondingly the Z0 mass is fixed
at 17 and 50 GeV, respectively. As the mass difference
between heavy neutrino and Z0 is larger for latter, in general
neutrinos are more boosted i.e., they travel for a longer
decay length. We then plot the corresponding decay length

distributions after selecting events which pass the geometry
of CODEX-b and FASER detectors. We see that for FASER
only the most highly boosted events are selected. Finally,
we show in vertical lines, the distance at which the detector
is located. It is hence clear that both FASER and CODEX-b
will have sensitivity for heavy neutrino masses of 5 GeV,
however for 15 GeV, neither CODEX-b nor FASER is
sensitive. For this mass, if the mixing angle is somewhat
smaller, FASER can have sensitivity and this is reflected
in Fig. 3.
Of the parameter space under consideration, at low

neutrino masses, FASER 2 probes the largest active-sterile
neutrino mixing angle. This sensitivity is further extended
by CODEX-b and MAPP* detectors, while the
MATHUSLA detector is capable of probing the smallest
neutrino mixing angles, reaching in the region interesting
for the seesaw mechanisms. At heavier neutrino masses,
this reach of MATHUSLA detector is complimented by
LHCb and CMS detectors. First, the reach of the experi-
ments is shown for different luminosities. While FASER 2,
CMS and MATHUSLA have 3000 fb−1, CODEX-b,
MAPP* and LHCb have 10 times less luminosity.
Second, as discussed previously, the experiments have
different volumes and thus are sensitive to different regions
of heavy neutrino mass and mixing parameter space.
Among the experiments, FASER 2 has one of the smallest
geometric reach. Combining this with the luminosity of
150 fb−1, the experiment yields no sensitivity over the
whole parameter space considered. FASER 2 with 20 times

FIG. 3. Projected sensitivity of displaced vertex detectors in the heavy neutrino mass mN and neutrino mixing VμN parameter plane.
The Uð1ÞB−L gauge coupling and the Z0 mass are chosen as g01 ¼ 10−3 and mZ0 ¼ 3.33 ×mN , respectively. The displaced vertex
detectors are CMS (HL-LHC), LHCb, MATHUSLA, FASER 2, MAPP* and CODEX-b as indicated, at 14 TeV and using projected
future luminosity as detailed on the text. In the left plot, we assume no background to displaced vertex searches whereas in the right plot,
we scale current background limits for CMS and LHCb to the luminosity used. The red curves denote the proper decay length of the
heavy neutrino N and the horizontal band indicates the preferred parameter region where the light neutrinos acquire a mass between
10−2 eV and 0.3 eV in a canonical seesaw mechanism.
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more luminosity, offers more promising prospects. It is also
interesting to notice that FASER 2 covers the largest
neutrino mixing angle and maximal neutrino mass of
15 GeV. Even if FASER 2 is further away from the IP
compared to other detectors, it is not competitive as it is
close to beam line and has small radius, effectively small
volume. CODEX-b and MAPP* have a reach for smaller
neutrino mixing angles for neutrino mass less than 15 GeV.
This is essentially because MAPP* has a slightly larger
volume compared to CODEX-b. The MATHUSLA detec-
tor has the best reach in neutrino mixing angles covering a
mixing of up to 10−6 for all neutrino masses considered.
While the above optimistic view is possible for a direct

projection to higher luminosity, we can also take a
pessimistic view by taking the upper limit of background
from the nonobservation at 2 fb−1 [25] and scale it to
300 fb−1 at LHCb. Taking an upper limit of 3 background
events at 2 fb−1 corresponds to a scaled number of 450
background events at 300 fb−1 luminosity. Similarly, for
CMS we interpret the nonobservation of displaced vertex
events [15,16] at 20.5 fb−1 to yield an upper limit on the
mean rate of 3 events [48]. We scale this rate up for the
3000 fb−1 HL-LHC, which also gives 450 potential back-
ground events. Therefore, we set as exclusion if χ2 ¼
ðNtot − NBÞ2=NB > 3.84 at 95% C.L. [48]. In the right
panel of Fig. 3, we show the result of this pessimistic view
in which the backgrounds for LHCb and CMS are not
assumed to be zero but instead are scaled using existing
background limits. The sensitivity at LHCb is clearly
reduced, only around VνN ≈ 10−4, while CMS fails to be
sensitive for such an assumption. This is mainly due to high
pT cuts for such low mass heavy neutrinos making the
number of expected signal events too low to be distinguish-
able from the expected 450 background events.

In Fig. 5 we show the dependence on mZ0 and g01 more
explicitly. Instead of fixing mN

mZ0
, the mass of Z0 is fixed at

10 GeV in the first column, 30 GeV in the second, 50 GeV
in the third and 70 GeV in the fourth. Similarly, g01 ranges
between 10−4 to 10−3 from the bottom to the top row. This
serves to explore the sensitivities for different regimes of
the mZ0 and mN space. The distribution is similar to Fig. 3
while the sensitivities in mN span differently due to the
kinematical threshold for Z0 to decay into two heavy
neutrinos. Note that due to the pTðμÞ > 12 GeV require-
ment at LHCb, for small mZ0 such as 10 or 30 GeV, LHCb
has no sensitivity, thus LHCb can only probe larger mZ0

and smaller VμN when mZ0 is about 50 GeV or larger.
Additionally, from the selection cuts mentioned in
Sec. III B, the invariant mass of μjj should be bigger than
4.5 GeV, thus we do not have sensitivity for any heavy
neutrinos with a mass under 4.5 GeV. This is indicated by
the vertical cutoff to the left of the LHCb region. For CMS,
as it has even more stringent trigger requirements, we do
not get any sensitivity for any neutrino mass. This is
consistent with Fig. 3 (left) which gives a sensitivity for
larger mN as mZ0 is larger than used here. Finally, note that
the LHCb sensitivity seems to be better than compared to
CMS. This is partly because the signal cross section
simulated for LHCb is for the μjj final state while for
CMS it is for the μμν final state and it also employs a softer
pT cut. The gain in the branching ratio due to hadronic
decays of the W and a softer pT cut are more significant
than the reduction in the luminosity.
To illustrate the impact of the boost due to different mZ0 ,

in Fig. 6 we plot the 2D distribution over the total spatial
momentum P of the neutrino and the angle θ it subtends
with the beam axis for a fixed small neutrino mass mN ¼
3 GeV but two different Z0 masses, mZ0 ¼ 10 GeV (left
column) and mZ0 ¼ 50 GeV (right column). We also plot

FIG. 4. Distribution of the heavy neutrino decay length in the laboratory system for mN ¼ 5 GeV, mZ0 ¼ 17 GeV (left) and
mN ¼ 15 GeV, mZ0 ¼ 50 GeV (right). The active-sterile neutrino mixing is set at VμN ¼ 10−4.5. The three histograms represent the
distributions of all events (fiducial) as well as those passing the angular acceptance criteria of FASER and CODEX-b. The vertical lines
show the approximate distance from the interaction point at which FASER and CODEX-b are located. For CODEX-b, the two lines
shown represents the depth of detector.
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this distribution when simulating the events at parton level
(top row) and including the effects of hadronization and
showering (bottom row). The horizontal lines indicate
momenta corresponding to the decay length in the lab
frame for a fixed neutrino mixing of VμN ¼ 10−3 at 480 m,
1 m, and 200 m. These values correspond approximately to
the distance of FASER 2, LHCb, MATHUSLA. This
illustrates the different displacements of the heavy neutrino
to which the detectors are sensitive. Similarly, the vertical
lines show the angle for FASER 2 (θ < 10−2.7), LHCb
(10−2.0 < θ < 10−0.5) and MATHUSLA (θ < 10−0.5). This
demonstrates the different kinematical regions to which the
detectors are sensitive. It shows that unlike other detectors,
FASER 2 only selects the distribution of heavy neutrinos
which are extremely boosted with a very small angle to the
beam axis which explains that it only probes the largest

mixings in the Figs. 3 and 5. Comparing from right to left,
larger difference between mZ0 and mN results in higher
average momentum and larger θ. Comparing from bottom
to top, the process of hadronization/shower results in a
change in the boost distribution of the heavy neutrino due
to presence of initial/final state radiation in the process.
Surveying the above discussions, we conclude that

proposed far detectors like MATHUSLA, FASER 2,
MAPP* and CODEX-b can reach smaller mN and VμN .
This arises due to a combination of absence of kinematical
threshold and large distance from the IP. Among these
detectors, although FASER detector is placed very far away
from the IP, the momentous boost from the parent particles
at the beam direction cancels its advantage, makes it not as
competitive as the above detectors for long-lived particles
such as heavy neutrinos. CMS and LHCb can only have

FIG. 5. Projected sensitivity of lifetime frontier detectors in the heavy neutrino mass mN and neutrino mixing VμN parameter plane as
in Fig. 3 (left) but for a series of fixed values of mZ0 and g01 as indicated. The background is assumed to be zero for all detectors.
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good sensitivities in the optimistic view for larger mN due
to the trigger requirements.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we have explored the potential to probe the
B − L gauge boson Z0 decaying to two RH neutrinos in the
Uð1ÞB−L model. The spontaneous symmetry breaking of
the B − L symmetry from the mixing of the SM Higgs field
and the additional SM singlet Higgs gives the mass of RH
neutrinos. For RH neutrinos with a mass smaller than the
half of mZ0 where we take mN ¼ 0.3 ×mZ0 for simplicity,
they can be detected from the Z0 decays at the beam
direction when the mass of Z0 is tiny. Coincidentally, the
searches for dark photons have also be studied at the beam
direction especially at LHCb which brings the potential to
be recasted as the B − L boson. This recasts give us the
bound for the upper bound of the gauge coupling of B − L
g01 as a function of the mass of Z0 as roughly g01 < 10−4 for

mZ0 < 10 GeV and g01 < 10−3 for 10 GeV < mZ0 <
100 GeV. The biggest allowed g01 is than assumed for
two cases whether the mass of the Z0 is smaller or bigger
than 10 GeV. After approximate estimation, reinterpreting
the data of the dark photon searches at the LHCb shows that
the discovery potential for mZ0 below 10 GeV is almost
negligible. The process we have considered in this paper
is of an interest when the B − L Higgs is heavy and/or
the mixing between B − L Higgs and the SM Higgs is
suppressed.
Considering the final states of the heavy neutrinos with a

mass beyond 10 GeV, we can potentially detect them by
searching for displaced vertices as the heavy neutrinos
can be long-lived when the active-sterile mixings are
small. Thus, simulations at LHCb, CMS and proposed
detectors MATHUSLA, FASER, MAPP* and CODEX-b
are performed. With a focus on the mixing with muons, we
show the sensitivities of the active-sterile mixings about
10−5 formN smaller than 10 GeVat MAPP* and CODEX-b

FIG. 6. Left: The distribution of the momentum and its angle between the beam line θ of the heavy neutrino N, withmN ¼ 3 GeV and
mZ0 ¼ 10 GeV. Right: Same butmZ0 ¼ 50 GeV. Up: The distribution at parton level. Bottom: The distribution at hadronization/shower
level. The solid purple line corresponds to pT ¼ p sin θ ¼ mZ0=2. The horizontal lines indicate the decay length in lab framewhen VlN is
fixed at 10−3 for FASER 2 (480 m), LHCb (∼1 m) and MATHUSLA (∼200 m) which are taken as representative examples, while the
vertical lines show θ range for FASER 2 (θ < 10−2.7), LHCb (10−2.0 < θ < 10−0.5) and MATHUSLA (θ < 10−0.5).
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with 300 fb−1 luminosities, while LHCb shows better
sensitivities in the same magnitude for mN > 10 GeV
due to the kinematical threshold in need to produce two
jets requested by the trigger. CMS can reach 10−6 formN >
25 GeV to reach high pT cuts, and MATHUSLA can reach
a magnitude lower sensitivities due to its long distance from
the IP. Although FASER detector is placed very far away
from the IP, the momentous boost from the parent particles
at the beam direction cancels its advantage, and makes it
not as competitive as the above detectors for long-lived
particles such as heavy neutrinos. The background of
displaced vertices are assumed to be either zero or
negligible as the displaced vertices are at least about a
meter. However, if we take a pessimistic view, assuming the
upper limits of background events, the sensitivities for

CMS vanished and becomes much smaller for LHCb. Thus,
proposing far detectors can be considered as more sensitive
particularly in the pessimistic view. Although, these result
are built on the assumption as we choose the biggest B − L
couplings allowed which can be excluded by the future
searches with higher luminosities.
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